These companies are startups that have built real products and are actively raising capital from angels, pre-seed investors, and early stage VCs.

31 Million Raised
(5) Seed Round & (A) Series A

38 Companies Founded
NYC 94% & SF 6%

81 Founders
● Founders

173 People Employed
● Founders & Employees

2.1 Million Projected Revenue [2017]
$ Generating Revenue

1 Exit
□ Exits

Trigger Finance was acquired by Circle, an established fintech leader in cryptocurrency and blockchain technologies – this is Cornell Tech’s first acquisition. The team went through the Startup Ideas course at Cornell Tech, where the idea was originated, and took the startup idea into Startup Studio where it was further developed. Near the end of Startup Studio, the team decided to seriously consider spinning the company out of Cornell Tech and participated in Cornell Tech’s Spinout Clinics. The clinics helped give the teams confidence and resources to build the company full-time. The team participated in Startup Awards where they won a $60k award/investment and turned down their top job offers to build the company full-time. Trigger built a well-designed mobile app that attracted nearly 40 thousand investors and aggregated over $340 million+ of AUM on the platform. The team raised angel capital and participated in Morgan Stanley’s Innovation Accelerator before being acquired by Circle.